
TITAN MACHINERY - ABERDEEN NH
5055 HWY 12 E
ABERDEEN SD 57401-9513

Customer Number: 2408456

Questions?

Phone: 605 - 225 - 8170

Phone: 800 - 532 - 6747

Email: AR.AberdeenNH@titanmachinery.com

SHIP TO:
TITAN MACHINERY-ABERDEEN NH
5055 HWY 12 E
ABERDEEN SD 57401-9813

Invoice #: 17241053 - GS Service Order #: 1386790  CL Closed Date: 07/15/2022

Sold By: KENNETH HAESSIG Make: NEW HOLLAND

Cust PO: Model: L225

Cust Fleet #: Serial #: NDM473514

Job Desc: CHECK OUT ENGINE AND EST COST. Tag: 3105495

Hours: 1878.00

Service Order Summary

WO # WO Description WO Total

2432146  SV CHECK OUT ENGINE $15,044.28

Payment Information
ARBOR PRO EQUIPMENT $15,044.28
CNH PROMO 0301 $750 Min with 0% APR for 90 days
2127
$750 Min with 0% APR for 90 days
Trans ID: 01Z6K83ROQ00P7D83QRIADEOTG44RC61

Client ID:  3218739003 Store ID: 1415288002

TOTAL INVOICE $15,044.28

TOTAL DUE $0.00

TO PAY/VIEW DETAILS ONLINE GO TO:

https://titanmachinery.billtrust.com

CUSTOMER NUMBER ENROLLMENT TOKEN

2408456

Invoice is to be paid in full. Titan may be entitled to a lien on the repaired equipment for any unpaid balance, as permitted by law.

Terms and Conditions: All invoices are due net 30 days from the date of invoice or per existing terms agreement with Titan machinery. A service charge will be assessed equal to the
lesser of 1.5% per month of the maximum rate permitted by law on all delinquent accounts, until paid in full.
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Remit to:  Productivity Plus Account, PO Box 70612, Philadelphia PA 19176-0612
By signing I certify that I am authorized to use this Account, to sign this receipt, and that I agree that the total amount of this invoice is repayable in accordance
with the Account Agreement applicable to this Account.

This is a COPY of an invoice from a recent visit to our store.

If you would like to stop receiving this copy of your invoice, please call us at the number above or if you would like to receive this copy via email, please email us at the
email address listed above.

Thank you for your business!

ARBOR PRO EQUIPMENT
SCOTT MADSEN
38576 127TH ST
ABERDEEN SD 57401-8308

VPB FMM RZV



ABERDEEN NH
Sold To: ARBOR PRO EQUIPMENT

SERVICE ORDER: 1386790

WO#:  2432146  SV CHECK OUT ENGINE

Comments:
Carried the skid steer into the shop. Battery was dead, charged it up tried turning it on and all the lights on the dash were flickering, tested the battery and it only
had 9cca out of 950cca. Put in a new battery and engine turned over a little bit but very slow then stopped. Checked the oil and coolant, both full. Oil smells
burnt. Intake hose clamps were all loose. Priced out a new engine and reman engine. Removed the top engine covers, exhaust pipe, the air filter housing, air
cooler, drained the coolant, and removed the coolant reservoir. Removed the fan, fan shroud, radiator, and air cooler supports. Removed exhaust system,
removed fuel lines, removed the alternator wires, and removed oil fill stem and radiator hose to the reservoir. Disconnected the engine harness. |
03/28/2022-121012 Drained the oil and removed oil drain hose. Removed the heater hoses, unbolted the engine, and unbolted the hydro from the engine. Pulled
the engine out and removed the oil pan, the oil in the pan was gunky but didn't see any metal flakes. Removed the oil pan, checked the piston bearing, and it
looked new. Removed the engine wire harness, the egr, removed the fuel lines, removed 2 out of 4 injectors, the first piston has a bunch of metal flakes in it and
the injector nozzle is broken. Worked at trying to get out the middle two injectors but they are rusted in, soaked them in rust penetrate and tried working them
back and forth. Removed the other two injector, removed the valve cover, removed the rocker arms, removed the push rods, and removed the head. Valve
broke off into the piston, cylinder wall scored up. Got parts list of the prices, the head and block will have to be machined. Looked over the engine doubled
checked parts that are needed, all push rods are bent. Disassembled the head and washed it. Removed the rear flywheel and housing and removed camshaft
and tappets, then removed the front covers and gears. Got the crankshaft, piston rods, pistons, and bearings out of the engine block. Put the main cap back on
and torqued to spec and removed the piston from the rod to make sure its not bent and torqued the cap to spec. Removed the old piston rings, cleaned up the
grooves on one piston, put new rings on it. Installed the tappets, cam shaft, main bearings, and crankshaft. Cleaned up the pistons, got the block onto the
engine stand, got three pistons in and the front cover on, the oil pump on and torqued the piston rod caps down, and the main bearing bolts down to spec. Got
the cam shaft gear time and torqued down, got the idler gear lined up and torqued down, and cleaned the front cover gasket area. Got the last piston installed
and the oil pickup tube on, then got the fuel pump timed and bolted on. Got the front cover on and got the oil cooler on, got the oil filter base on, got the water
pump on, and cleaned all the parts before putting on. Wiped out the oil pan trying to figure out how the engine breather cover goes on the filter. Got the head
gasket in and head torqued down and got the engine breather filter on. Got the rocker arms and push rods in. Got the valve cover on with a new gasket and got
the injector bracket with the stops for the injectors and got the injectors in and torqued down. Put the coolant fitting in the head. Installed the intake manifold,
exhaust manifold and turbo, fuel rail and injector lines, fuel return manifold, and the EGR and piping for it. Got the alternator bracket and alternator on, got the
coolant lines on, got the front crank pulley on, and the fan mount and engine lift bracket on. Got the turbo oil lines on. Got the fuel return line on for the injectors,
and got the engine wire harness bolted on and all the connectors routed in place and plugged in. Took the engine off the engine stand. Got the rear flywheel
housing on, got the oil pan on, got the rear crankshaft seal on, the flywheel on and torqued, and got the engine mounts on. Cleaned out the engine bay a little
bit, cleaned out the engine bay and put the starter on the engine and started lowering it into place. Got the oil lines and coolant lines into place. Got the engine
set down and lined up to the hydro, bolted it together, and got it bolted down. Got the ground to the block hooked up and got the dipstick tube hooked up. Got
the starter and alternator hooked up, plugged in engine harness, got the coolant lines to the block on, the oil filter lines on, and got the belt on. Got the air filter
assembly back on and the fuel filter housing, and hooked up the fuel lines. Put the exhaust back on and got the loader lock linkages put back together. Got a
new hose made for the engine oil drain. Got the coolant reservoir in, got the bottom radiator hose in place and hooked to the engine, and got the engine oil drain
hose hooked up to the oil pan. Worked on getting the fan shroud back in. Got the fan shroud tightened in place, got the radiator, air to air cooler in, and the fan
in. Put the hydraulic filter back on and got the dipstick mounted in place. Connected the battery cables and connected all the hoses to the radiator and air cooler.
Removed the oil filter, got the battery in place, and got the hold down around it. Filled the engine oil, cranked it over, checked it again, and topped it off. The fuel
pump wasn't turning on, figured out the switch had to be on. Kept cranking it trying to start it and the battery went dead, charged the battery up and tried
cranking again and got it to run and then got new coolant to put in it. Found the wires to test for the crankshaft sensor and the sensor. Tested the crankshaft
sensor and it ohmed out to spec and then tested the wiring to the ecu and the wires were intact. Cleaned up all the grounds on the engine and battery and the
positive cables on the battery and started. Tried starting it again and its throwing a new code for the oil pressure switch and now it won't start. Disconnected the
engine harness plug-ins, sprayed them with electrical cleaner, put dielectric grease on them, and started it and the crankshaft code came back. Kept testing on
the crankshaft speed sensor and it says it should have .5 volts on start up and it didn't have any, and if has less then .5 volts to put in a new sensor. Got a new
sensor ordered, replaced the engine crank sensor and then it started right up and was running good, didn't throw the code anymore. Then the hydraulic filter
was leaking so got a new one for it. Removed the back right tire, and set skid steer on jack stands. Put the new hyd filter on, and put the side covers on the
back. Lowered the cab and bolted it down. Put the loader down and checked the hyd fluid level and it was full. Let it run and for a little bit and checked it over for
leaks. Put the new tire on and lowered it off the jack stands. Washed off the oil in the engine bay and put a bucket on it, ran it around. It goes to the right
because the tire on the back right side is smaller. Everything worked good except the front work lights and the fuel sending unit kept going in and out. Took the
sending unit out and it had 3 open spots in the sending unit. Got the price of a new sending unit, and double checked the fluid levels. Put in the fuel sending unit,
started it, and then put the cover on underneath the engine. Topped off the coolant and rinsed it off. | Helped Brendan take apart new Holland skid steer engine.
Helped Brendan finish taking apart engine from new Holland skid steer.

Labor:

Description Amount
Labor $9,158.48
Outside Labor $310.00
Outside Labor $350.00
Shop Supplies $174.85

Total Labor $9,993.33

Parts:
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TITAN MACHINERY - ABERDEEN NH
5055 HWY 12 E
ABERDEEN SD 57401-9513



ABERDEEN NH
Sold To: ARBOR PRO EQUIPMENT

SERVICE ORDER: 1386790

QTY Vendor Part Number Description Bin Price Ext. Price

1.00 NHL F775DSW BATTERY, WET DIS7 $163.59 $163.59

-1.00 NHL SCRP3 CORE SCRAP $21.00 -$21.00

1.00 NHL 8097861 PISTON ASSY $371.00 $371.00

1.00 NHL 5801425723 ROD, CONNECTING $490.00 $490.00

4.00 NHL 8097865 SET OF CON ROD BEARING STD $35.25 $141.00

1.00 NHL 504014232 SEAL $81.00 $81.00

1.00 NHL 5801702899 SEAL, SHAFT $75.50 $75.50

1.00 NHL 8097862 SET OF MAIN BRGS, ST $136.00 $136.00

1.00 NHL 504387778 VALVE,ENGINE,INLET,S $29.75 $29.75

1.00 NHL 504387779 VALVE, ENG EXHAUST, $32.25 $32.25

1.00 NHL 504162949 VALVE, SEAT $16.00 $16.00

3.00 NHL 8097860 RING SET, PISTON $180.00 $540.00

2.00 NHL 4749397 GUIDE, VALVE $9.10 $18.20

1.00 NHL 504254094 VALVE, SEAT $16.25 $16.25

2.00 NHL 504178119 RETAINER CUP DR34C $2.35 $4.70

2.00 NHL 4812347 SPRING DR34A $6.85 $13.70

2.00 NHL 4780558 CUP DR34C $14.75 $29.50

2.00 NHL 4838680 CAP, VALVE DR32C $7.05 $14.10

1.00 NHL 5801450757 THICKNESS 0,8 MM $86.00 $86.00

2.00 NHL 40101573 SEAL $4.45 $8.90

2.00 NHL 504387516 ROD, PUSH $67.75 $135.50

1.00 NHL 8097868 KIT, ENGINE OVERHAUL $700.00 $700.00

1.00 NHL 5801446795 GASKET $33.25 $33.25

1.00 NHL 5801470098R REMAN FUEL INJECTOR $890.00 $890.00

1.00 NHL 5801475101 TUBE, FUEL $231.00 $231.00

1.00 NHL 84514684 V-RIBBED, F5C, 296 T4 $96.00 $96.00

2.00 NHL 4819891 DETENT DR36B $0.83 $1.66

4.00 NHL 5802953247 GLOW PLUG $19.25 $77.00

1.00 MIS 08880 3M BRAKE CLEAN DIS1 $4.27 $4.27

1.00 NHL 8097860 RING SET, PISTON $180.00 $180.00

1.00 NHL ZPX82180 ULTRA BLACK RTV  70ML TB/CG DIS9 $15.75 $15.75

1.00 NHL 48138563 ENGINE OIL V202 $28.00 $28.00

1.00 FREIGHT FREIGHT $56.55 $56.55

1.00 IMP CAB5 1/8 O-RINGS CAB5 $2.74 $2.74

2.00 NHL 4749397 GUIDE, VALVE $9.10 $18.20

2.00 NHL 4749397 GUIDE, VALVE $9.10 $18.20

1.00 NHL 5801686484 FILTER $47.50 $47.50

1.00 MIS 52010 HOSE CLAMP END OF H $1.94 $1.94

1.00 NHL MCC18718 LOCTITE DIS10 $13.25 $13.25

2.00 HED 1012 HOSE CLAMP #12 END OF H $1.84 $3.68
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TITAN MACHINERY - ABERDEEN NH
5055 HWY 12 E
ABERDEEN SD 57401-9513



ABERDEEN NH
Sold To: ARBOR PRO EQUIPMENT

SERVICE ORDER: 1386790

3.00 DFP 8M2T 1/2 HOSE ROOM $5.55 $16.65

1.00 HED G251650808 HOSE END ROW19 $11.25 $11.25

1.00 HED G251700810 HOSE END ROW21 $14.10 $14.10

5.00 MIS AF3300/F 50/50 GREEN ANTI FREEZE DIS2 $16.99 $84.95

1.00 NHL 4897242 SENSOR $116.00 $116.00

1.00 NHL 47710533 FILTER, ELEMENT U101 $90.75 $90.75

-1.00 NHL 5801470098C CORE FUEL INJECTOR CORE $250.00 -$250.00

1.00 NHL 48141084 SENDER UNIT $108.00 $108.00

12.00 NHL 86641086EA 15W40 ENGINE OIL BULK $4.86 $58.32

Total Parts $5,050.95

Tax $0.00

Total WO $15,044.28
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